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There was more energy than usual for a Thursday morning, especially with Woods and
Mickelson (73) playing in the afternoon. McIlroy is No. 1 in the world and coming off a win
at the Match Play Championship, while Spieth became the de facto challenger with a
dominant Masters win that moved him to No. 2 in the world.
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Two years ago David Bez left his comfortable full-time job as a graphic designer for the
Discovery Channel, and went freelance. When he packed up his desk, he took with him a
chopping board, a kitchen knife, a vegetable peeler and a rack of spices – not traditional
tools of the graphic designer’s trade.
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Krysia Lynch, AIMSI Chair said: "The key issue here is one of accountability. Who exactly
is the HSE answerable to? Families and the public at large need to be reassured that
maternity services in this country are accountable, and will respond to concerns raised by
the public or to adverse outcomes. In the recent case of Portlaoise, questions have been
raised in the media, in the Dail, with the Minister, with the Department of Health and with
the HSE itself.
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"The scenarios that keep me up at night are scenarios of miscalculation. There's always
this probing around perceived red lines. What do we think we can get away with? In the
context of a world that has become incredibly violent, the risk of miscalculation is high."
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Apple dominated at AT&T, Verizon, and Sprint, where the iPhone accounted for 59
percent, 43 percent, and 50 percent of the carriers' smartphone sales, respectively.
Samsung won out at T-Mobile, however, accounting for 42 percent of handsets sold by the
"un-carrier."
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"Obviously a Conservative vote there is slightly irrelevant to the outcome of the election,"
noted Mr Blackwell of the safe Tory seat. "But it's difficult to say how the votes of those
who did not receive their papers would have been distributed.
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To start a new Thred, you can pull images from your photo library or search the web
directly inside the app. Once you've loaded an image—or up to 30 images all at once—they
can be manipulated using a fairly standard set of photo filters with fashion catalog names
like veil, sans, and poe. These are juxtaposed with a variety of comic-book borders you
can throw on for some wham pow action. Next, you might overlay a line of prose or
perhaps write your thoughts in one of several text bubble options, choosing from at least
22 different fonts. Twenty minutes can go by pretty quickly once you start noodling around
in a Thred.
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The economy would benefit from more jobs in higher-paying sectors. But positions in the
oil and gas industry dropped in the first three months of this year. And manufacturing jobs
declined in March for the first time in nearly two years.
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In 2008 Huckabee could run on his record as governor. This time around, his opponents
will also have the record of everything he ever said on his Fox News show and his
endorsement of dubious products. Will voters see him as being fit to be president or fit to
rejoin the ranks of Bob Dole and Fred Thompson pitching Viagra and reverse mortgages?
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However, they do not do this at the expense of usability: battery products have the same
features as conventional models. The Rider offers a mulching option and the chainsaw has
an inertia chain brake that stops the blade should it slip.
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The panel of "dragons" were made up of Mark Pearce, Prior Park Prep’s headmaster,
alongside three managers from Waitrose Supermarket – John Leather, Margaret Hulbert
and Tanya Snape Johnson, who decided whether the games were suitable to be sold
(hypothetically) in their stores.
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That argument, amplified daily by Conservative-friendly tabloids, helped Cameron carry
the day. Not only did the Scottish nationalist surge in Scotland wipe out several dozen
Labour seats in Scotland, greatly weakening party leader Ed Miliband's hopes of gaining
power, it also gave Cameron's warnings resonance with English voters who did not want to
see the SNP gain influence in the British Parliament.
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There is a danger that when he plays for Madrid he loses that inspiration. That goal
against Barcelona in the Copa del Rey final last season was a flash of pure brilliance and
inspiration but we are seeing those less and less.
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The army's spokesman, Maj. Gen. Asim Bajwa, tweeted that the MI-17 helicopter was
forced to make an emergency landing. The helicopter's two pilots and a crew member
were also killed, he said, adding that the surviving passengers, including the Dutch and
Polish ambassadors, received "varying degree of injuries."
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